
Sereno TBS869/528
TBS869 C 2xTL5-14W HFE D8 IPP

2, TL5, 14 W, HF Standard, Semi-high-gloss optic 3D micro-

lamellae

The new Philips range Sereno recessed luminaires are more energy efficient than

ever before. The latest optical technology was used to create a highly effective

optic, giving rise to new opportunities for saving energy. This family of advanced TL5

recessed luminaire with micro optic technology use up to 25% less energy than

standard TL5 solutions. Even greater savings can be made by retrofitting TLD lighting

installations with our new TL5 recessed luminaires. The quality of the lighting is

maintained, thanks to the Omni directional Lighting Control optic which increases

luminous efficacy while reducing glare in all directions and complying with relevant

brightness limits. As a result, our luminaires enable sustainable and green lighting

solutions to be created. Because daylight-linking and presence-detecting lighting

control systems can be optionally packaged into your recessed luminaire lighting

solution, your energy consumption can easily be halved in comparison to

conventional office lighting solutions.

Product data

General Information

Lamp family code TL5 [TL5]

Gear HFE [HF Standard]

 

Light Technical

Number of light sources 2

Light source color -

Optic type Semi-high-gloss optic 3D micro-lamellae

 

Operating and Electrical

Power Consumption 14 W

Cable -

 

Approval and Application

Ingress protection code IP20 [Finger-protected]

 

Product Data

Order product name TBS869 C 2xTL5-14W HFE D8 IPP

Full product name TBS869 C 2xTL5-14W HFE D8 IPP
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Full product code 910403393101

Order code 910403393101

Material Nr. (12NC) 910403393101

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

Numerator - Packs per outer box 2

Dimensional drawing
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